Market Valuation Report
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Wolfbrook
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29 March 2022

Reference

N/A

Report Version
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Date Issued

31 March 2022

Thank you for your request for valuation services. In accordance with our recent instruction, we have undertaken an
inspection of the property in order to assess a market value.

Executive Summary
Property Address:
3/42 Howard Street
Spreydon, Christchurch 8024

Prepared For:
Wolfbrook

Purpose of Valuation:
Market Value

Instructed By:
Steve Brooks

Type of Property:
A single dwelling (house, townhouse, unit or
apartment)

$720,000

M ARKET V ALUE AS AT 29 M ARCH 2022:

Registered Valuer

Hamish Collins, ANZIV, MPINZ

Involvement

Internal Inspection / Analysis / Reporting

Inspection Date

29 March 2022

including GST (if any)

Property Summary
The property valued comprises of a recently constructed two storey townhouse providing two bedroom, one bathroom
accommodation. Identified as 3/42 Howard Street the property is located in the Christchurch suburb of Spreydon.

Townhouse

2022

93m²
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1

1

As new

Spreydon

142m²

Significant Risks
None observed
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Assumptions and Data Sources
Special Assumptions

Inspection
Documents Supplied
Data Sources

The market value as stated in this report is at the date of valuation, taking into
consideration the market conditions leading up to the date of valuation. The effects of
COVID19 are unknown at this stage and the future effects are not able to be determined.
The economy has stabilised since the lock downs in 2020 and real estate market
conditions across residential markets are currently strong.
We note there is risk of further community outbreak of the virus. Our assessment is
made at our date of valuation and Collins Taggart Property takes no responsibility or
liability for any losses in value post the date of valuation arising from subsequent events
unforeseeable by the valuer. Given the uncertainty arising from the COVID19 pandemic,
and the potential impact on local property markets, we recommend that the nominated
reliant parties of this report regularly seek our property advice and valuation updates.
In preparing this valuation an internal inspection has been carried out, excluding the
foundation and roof spaces
N/A
•
•
•
•
•

Property Guru
REINZ
Land Information New Zealand
Google
Christchurch City Council

Compliance
We confirm that this report complies with the Residential Valuation Standing Instructions 1.3 prescribed by the New
Zealand Banking and Finance Industry.
Registered Valuer Hamish Collins has personally inspected the property and holds a current annual practicing certificate.
Hamish is competent to undertake the valuation and can provide an objective and unbiased opinion and has no material
connection or involvement with the subject of the valuation or the party commissioning the valuation. Collins Taggart
Property holds professional indemnity insurance sufficient for this valuation. Hamish Collins is covered by this policy.

This valuation summary is part of our valuation and must be read together with the report attached herein. All
comments, exclusions and limitations contained in the full report relate directly to this valuation summary. No part of
this report should be read in isolation.
Our responsibility in connection to this valuation is limited solely to the client to whom the valuation is addressed. No
other party may rely on this valuation. Neither the whole nor any part of this valuation or any reference thereto may
be included in any document, circular or statement without our approval of the form and context in which it will appear.
This valuation has been completed for the purpose stated and is not to be used for any other purpose. No responsibility
is accepted if this report is used for any other purpose.
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Risk Summary
Risk has been measured from 1-5 with a score of 1
representing a low risk, while 5 represents a high risk.

1

2

3

4

5

Location and Neighbourhood Risk
o

Popular locality surrounding
predominantly residential.

properties

are

Resource Consent/Title
o

Fee Simple Title. Interests typical for this type of property.

Improvements
o

A recently constructed two bedroom, one bathroom
plus garage attached townhouse.

Land Site Risk
o

Regular shape rear section. The site is level in contour
in keeping with the surrounding topography.

Market Risk
o

The market has slowed after a sustained period of growth. We caution that the
strength in the residential market could change swiftly and materially if current
sentiment turns negative which could impact end price points.
\\
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Site Description
Land Area

142 square metres more or less

Current Use

Residential

Shape

Regular

Contour

Level

Outlook

Localised

Aspect

North

Position of
improvements

Centre

Features

The subject is identified below as unit 3

Site
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Location and Services
Suburb

Spreydon

Proximity to
Urban Centre

4Kms

Surrounding Development
and Land Use

Housing in this locality comprises villas and bungalows constructed in the 1910’s and
1920’s. More recently townhouses have been constructed on half sites.

Special Features of the
Locality

Shops, schools, parks.

Services

Power, Water, Telecommunication

Rating Valuation
Rating valuation information not available for the subject property, which we assume is yet to be assessed.
Valuation Reference

22632-37600

Capital Value

N/A

Value of Improvements

N/A

Land Value

N/A

Effective Date

1 July 2018

Subject Property Sales
N/A
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Zoning/ Resource Management
District Plan

Christchurch City Plan

Plan Status

Operative

Zoning

RS DT - Residential Suburban Density Transition Zone

Zone Description

The Residential Suburban Density Transition Zone covers some inner suburban residential
areas between the Residential Suburban Zone and the Residential Medium Density Zone
and areas adjoining some commercial centres. The zone provides principally for low to
medium density residential accommodation. In most areas there is potential for infill and
redevelopment at higher densities than those for the Residential Suburban Zone. There is
already a range of residential accommodation in the zone and this is expected to continue,
limited only in terms of building density and environmental effects on the neighbourhood.

Natural Hazard Overlays

The subject property is identified in the Christchurch District Plan has been within a
Liquefaction Management Area (LMA) and this will be recorded on Land Information
Memorandum's (LIM's). This classification covers a large portion of Christchurch City, with
Council saying soils in the LMA generally have a greater potential for liquefaction and more
detailed site-specific investigations may be required prior to building or subdivision.
The subject property is located within the Technical Category Two zone, as provided by the
Ministry for Business, Innovation and Employment. The Technical Category Two is applied
to properties where minor to moderate land damage from liquefaction is possible in future
significant earthquakes. There are specific foundations required in this zone. The only
further site-specific geotechnical investigation required is the simple shallow soil strength
testing which is standard for all homes.
Source: Christchurch City Council District Plan, Online

Does current use comply

We have carried out appropriate investigations and it would appear that the property
complies with the provisions of the District Plan. However, we have not sought town
planning advice or written confirmation to verify such. If required, the zoning should be
verified by application to council for the issue of a Land Information Memorandum.

Title Summary (Proposed Title)
Title is yet to be issued for the subject property. We understand this to be a proposed subdivision. The salient details of
proposed title are as follows:
Identifier (Parent Title)

1034684

Tenure (Proposed)

Fee Simple

Land area (Proposed)

142 square metres more or less

Legal Description

Lot 3 Deposited Plan 571295

Owner

Wolfbrook Residential Limited

Comments

Freehold, also known as fee simple, is the most common, and simplest ownership type in
New Zealand.
We note that there is are right of ways, service and party wall easements registered on
the title, which is standard for this type of development.
Appended: Record of title (Parent title pre subdivision)
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Improvement Description
Style

Townhouse

Foundation

Concrete Slab

Age

2022

Floor

Plywood and Concrete

Floor Area

93m²

Exterior

Plaster

Bedrooms

2

Roof

Longrun iron

Bathrooms

1

Layout

Kitchen, Dining, Living, Two Bedrooms, One Bathroom, Toilet, Laundry, Hallway, Garage

Amenities

Kitchen

Modern Kitchen, functional layout. Amenities include an electric cook
top, under bench oven, rangehood and dishwasher. Splashback,
laminate floor, pantry

Dining

Open plan with kitchen, carpet

Living Room

Open Plan, carpet, stacking sliding door to exterior east facing
courtyard

Bedroom

Two bedrooms each with built in wardrobes

Bathrooms

Shower, bath, vanity unit, toilet, heated towel rail, extractor

Toilet

Separate downstairs toilet, wash basin

Laundry

Built in joinery, in garage

Hallway

Central position, linen cupboard

Garage

Single internal access garage, contains laundry

Other Improvements

A private east facing courtyard, fully fenced, deck, service area, shared drive, soft
landscaping

Chattels

Floor Coverings, light fittings, window furnishings, heat pump, dishwasher

Condition

As new

Essential Repairs

As new

Recent Changes

As new
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Inspection Photos

As at 29 March 2022
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Market Commentary
National

We have been mindful of the current state of the economy when preparing the valuation.
The market has slowed at the start of 2022 post record prices being attained in many areas
of the country throughout 2021. The growth in the market over the last 12 months was
spurred along by record low interest rates and also the demand for investment property. We
expect this growth to slow in 2022 with record high inflation and increasing interest rates.
The latest statistics from CoreLogic showing nationwide residential property values have
increased by 27.6% year on year, as at December 2021. The nationwide average sale price is
$1,006,632
In general the market has been performing well over the country, with a number of regional
areas experiencing record growth, with values also at record levels. The surge in prices has
been well reported over the last 12 months and has resulted in many people being shut out
of the market.
The COVID-19 outbreak continues to impact many sectors of the economy and uncertainly
will continue until the local and wider/global situation can be controlled. There are now a
large number of cases within the community. The lockdowns have led to delays in
construction and material shortages which cause rapid construction price inflation.
Prior to the current lockdown/outbreak, the market activity has been exceptionally buoyant
contrary to initial predictions. Statistic indicate that the Auckland market has increased 3.3%
since August 2021, this being slightly below the nation average for the period.
Mortgage rates are on the rise, and mortgage lending is getting tighter with the Reserve
Bank’s latest loan-to-value ratios officially coming into force on November 1. This reducing
the amount of borrowing that the banks can do above the LVR of 80%. In addition, many
lenders have tightened up on debt-to-income ratios. The CCCFA rules implemented on 1
December 2021 has produced a credit crunch which has depressed mortgage activity and
therefore the property purchase aspirations of some home buyers most notably first home
buyers and investors.

Local

The market in Christchurch has slowed in recent months after a period of buoyant
conditions. The market is expected to move to a more sustainable rate of growth in 2022 in
rising inflation and interest rate environment. Statistics provided by Core Logic indicate
values are up 38% over the past 12 months. The average sale price in the city currently sits
at $744,661 as at December 2021. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the degree of growth
could be a lot higher across segments of the market.
Market activity has increased significantly over the last 12 months with strong competition
from buyers. This has resulted in record prices been achieved throughout the city, as well as
in the satellite towns. This includes new build product where there also remains strong
absorption in vacant sections both to the fringe of the city as well as surrounding satellite
townships. While at the date of our valuation we are still seeing record prices attained in
some areas for both improved property and vacant land we expect these conditions to slow
with build cost and interest rate inflation combined with increases of housing stock coming
to the market.
From our observations there is good buyer competition for good quality properties, in good
areas. We have noted segmented local markets with popular established suburbs retaining
modest growth and other entry level suburbs seeing an increase in buyer demand as prices
continue to rise. Factors such as school zones have added to the pressure in some areas. The
$550,000 - $650,000 price bracket being the most active and competitive amongst first home
buyers. Demand for newly constructed properties has been bolstered by the government
exempting new builds from the new interest deductibility tax changes.

Average Sale Price

National

$1,006,632

27.60%

Local

$744,661

38.00%
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Valuation Methodology
Basis of Value

Market Value
International Valuation Standards (2022) define Market Value as: “The estimated amount
for which an asset or liability should exchange on the valuation date between a willing
buyer and a willing seller in an arm’s length transaction, after proper marketing and where
the parties had each acted knowledgeably, prudently and without compulsion”

Valuation Approach

Market Approach
The market approach provides an indication of value by comparing the asset with identical
or comparable assets for which price information is available. The most common method
of valuation within this approach is referred to as the Comparable Transaction Method or
Sales Comparison Approach where value is indicated by comparison of market evidence.

Valuation Method

Sales Comparison
This method involves the analysis of sales and making comparisons with the subject
property. Given that these sales are usually not identical or directly comparable to the
subject property we make allowances for these differences when comparing to the subject
property. These differences include location, house size, quality of the fitout and
improvements, aspect setting and views, other buildings such as garaging and the degree
of landscaping and site improvements. These aspects usually have a strong influence on
value.
Land value is assessed exclusive of improvements factoring in location, land size, shape,
contour, and aspect

Highest and Best Use

Highest and Best Use is the most probable use of a property which is physically possible,
appropriately justified, legally permissible, financially feasible, and which results in the
highest value of the property being valued.
\

Market Evidence
1/39 Southampton Street, Sydenham
Jan-2022
$639,000
A GE

2021+

Inferior

F LOOR ( M²)

LAND ( M²)

B EDROOMS

B ATHROOMS

71

-

2

1

The front unit in a block of four two bedroom unit sold off the plans. Lacks
garage. Inferior based on location and size.

69 Poulson Street, Addington
Jan-2022
$674,000-$690,000
A GE

2022+

Inferior

F LOOR ( M²)

LAND ( M²)

B EDROOMS

B ATHROOMS

71

-

2

2

Off the plans sale of two bedroom two bathroom townhouse in a development
of 33. 8 units have sold between $674,000 and $690,000 in 2022. Lower level
comparison lacking garaging.
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87 Studholme Street, Somerfield
Mar-2022
$705,000
A GE

2010s

Comparable

F LOOR ( M²)

LAND ( M²)

B EDROOMS

B ATHROOMS

107

289

2

1

An older style single level unit. Inferior standard of accommdoion. Considered
a lower level comparison.

11/80-82 Milton Road, Somerfield
Oct-2021
$743,000
A GE

2021+

Comparable

F LOOR ( M²)

LAND ( M²)

B EDROOMS

B ATHROOMS

90

NA

3

2

A similar sized property however offering three-bedroom, two-bathroom
accommdoion. A upper level comparison.

1/98 Proctor Street, Papanui
Jan-2022
$759,000
A GE

2022+

Superior

F LOOR ( M²)

LAND ( M²)

B EDROOMS

B ATHROOMS

110

-

2

2

Sold off plans, a two bedroom, two bathroom townhouse with a single garage.
Better location. Preferred front position. Superior.

4/75 Strickland Street, Spreydon
Feb-2022
$789,000
A GE

2022+

Superior

F LOOR ( M²)

LAND ( M²)

B EDROOMS

B ATHROOMS

108

-

2

2

A slightly larger sized two-bedroom, two-bathroom townhouse offers a better
standard of accommodation. Preferred rear position. A superior quality
property.

3/10 Brockworth Place, Riccarton
Feb-2022
$819,000
A GE

2022+

Superior

F LOOR ( M²)

LAND ( M²)

B EDROOMS

B ATHROOMS

80

-

2

2

Sold off plans, a free standing two-bedroom, two-bathroom townhouse being
one of four free standing. Good sized section with two decks, and northwest
aspect. Superior based on location.
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Valuation Rationale
Conclusion

In comparison to the sales we consider the market value to be in the $700,000 $740,000 range. Superior to the smaller 1/39 Southampton Street ands 69 Poulson
Street yet inferior to the better appointed 4/75 Strickland Street based on having a
second bathroom and being better located.
11/82 Milton Street is similar in size however features a third bedroom and a second
bathroom. We consider it superior. 87 Studholme Street is an older style less appealing
unit, we consider it slightly inferior.
Given careful consideration we assess the market value in the middle of our range being
$720,000.

Market Value

$720,000
Inclusive of GST (If any)

Value Apportionment
Land Value

$260,000

Improvements

$440,000

Subject to the attached valuation conditions.
Based on a selling period of one to three months.

Chattels

$20,000

Special Conditions
The market value as stated in this report is at the date of valuation, taking into consideration the market conditions
leading up to the date of valuation. The effects of COVID19 are unknown at this stage and the future effects are not able
to be determined. The economy has stabilised since the initial lock downs in 2020 and real estate market conditions
across residential markets are currently strong.
We note there is risk of further community outbreak of the virus. Our assessment is made at our date of valuation and
Collins Taggart Property takes no responsibility or liability for any losses in value post the date of valuation arising from
subsequent events unforeseeable by the valuer. Given the uncertainty arising from the COVID19 pandemic, and the
potential impact on local property markets, we recommend that the nominated reliant parties of this report regularly
seek our property advice and valuation updates.
Our valuation is made on the basis the improvements and land forming the property are sound, the property is fully
insurable and any outstanding claims or entitlements (if any) relating to earthquake damage or events would be
transferred on any sale. If applicable and unless stated in this report our valuation is also made on the basis any
earthquake related damage to the property has been repaired to an appropriate standard, in full and in a good tradesman
like manner. Subsequently should any deficiencies be uncovered and/or repairs be substandard or inadequate for
purpose the value conclusions reached in this report may be invalidated and we reserve the right to amend our valuation
if deemed necessary.
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Valuation Standards
This valuation report has been completed in accordance with the New Zealand Institute of Valuers (NZIV) and Property
Institute of New Zealand (PINZ) Code of Ethics and, unless otherwise stated, in accordance with International Valuation
Standards (IVS) 2022 and Guidance Papers for Valuers & Property Professionals (GPVPP), in particular but not limited to:
IVS 101 Scope of Work
IVS 102 Investigations and Compliance
IVS 103 Reporting
IVS 104 Bases of Value
IVS 105 Valuation Approaches and Methods
IVS 400 Real Property Interests
ANZVGP 111 Valuation Procedures - Real Property
ANZVGP 112 Valuation for Mortgage & Loan Security Purposes
ANZPGP 201 Disclaimer Clauses & Qualification Statements
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Compliance Statement
In completing this valuation, we confirm the follow:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The statements of fact presented in this report are correct to the best of Valuer’s knowledge
The analyses and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and conditions
Neither Hamish Collins or Collins Taggart Property has an interest in the subject property and the fee is not
contingent upon any aspect of the report.
We confirm that we are not aware of any conflicts of interest or pecuniary interests in the property being
valued.
The valuation was performed in accordance with an ethical code and performance standards
Hamish Collins has satisfied the professional education requirements of the Property Institute of New Zealand
and holds a current annual practicing certificate.
Hamish Collins has experience in the location and category of the property being valued
Hamish Collins has made a personal inspection of the property and no one, except those specified in the report,
has provided professional assistance in preparing the report.
Collins Taggart Property holds professional indemnity insurance sufficient for this valuation. Hamish Collins is
covered by this policy.
Our responsibility in connection with this valuation and report is limited to the client to whom it is addressed.
It is intended that this valuation and report be relied upon only by the client to whom it is addressed.

Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned should you require any further assistance or clarification.
Yours faithfully
Collins Taggart Property

Hamish Collins
Registered Valuer, ANZIV, MPINZ
Hamish@collinstaggartproperty.co.nz
(021) 554 421
www.collinstaggartproperty.co.nz
198A Salisbury Street, Christchurch Central

Appended
Valuation conditions
Record of title
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Valuation Conditions
Structural Survey
This report is not a building, environmental, geotechnical or boundary survey and no responsibility is taken for the
omission of building or other defects which may not be apparent without such surveys. In the event actual surveyed
areas of the property are different to the areas adopted in this valuation the survey should be referred to the valuer for
comment on any valuation implications. We reserve the right to amend our valuation if a formal survey of areas differs
from those detailed in this report.
We have undertaken a visual inspection in respect of any building valued but must advise that structural surveys or tests
of any of the services have not been commissioned and confirmation that these are free from defect cannot be given. It
is noted further that an inspection of unexposed or inaccessible portions of any building has not been carried out and
certification that these are free from defect is unable to be given.
Property Services
Unless stated services to the property have not been tested and are assumed to be in proper working condition i.e. water
supply, power, phone supply, wastewater and storm water disposal systems and other services.
Town Planning and Resource Management
Town planning and zoning information was informally obtained from the relevant local council and is assumed to be
correct. This information does not constitute a formal zoning certificate. Should the addressee require formal
confirmation of planning issues then we recommend written application be made to the relevant authorities to obtain
appropriate current zoning certificates.
Land Information Memorandum
Our valuation is made on the basis that there is no outstanding requisition from the Local Authority in respect of the
land or improvements and that the property complies with both the Building and Resource Management Acts. Should
this not prove to be the case we reserve the right to reconsider the assessed Market Value.
Land Survey
We have made no survey of the property and unless otherwise stated assume that all improvements lie within the title
boundaries. No guarantee is given that the land is not subject to statutory rights not recorded on the relevant Computer
Register and not apparent from normal inspection of the property. We assume no responsibility in connection with such
foregoing matters.
Noxious substances/Contaminated sites
Substances such as asbestos, other chemicals, toxic waste or other potentially hazardous materials, could if present,
adversely affect the value of the property. The stated value assumes that there is no material on or in the property that
would cause loss in value. No responsibility is assumed for any such conditions and the recipient of this report is advised
that the valuer is not qualified to detect such substances, quantify the impact, or estimate the remedial cost. While due
care has been taken to note any contamination liability, investigations have been undertaken for valuation purposes
only, and this report does not constitute an environmental audit. Unless otherwise stated no account has been taken of
the effect on value due to contamination or pollution.
Confidentiality and Limitation of Liability
Our responsibility in connection to this valuation is limited solely to the client to whom the valuation is addressed. No
other party may rely on this valuation. Neither the whole nor any part of this valuation or any reference thereto may be
included in any document, circular or statement without our approval of the form and context in which it will appear.
We recommend that any party other than those whom the valuation is addressed should obtain their own valuation
before acting in any way in respect of the subject property.
Information Supplied
Any information sourced from or provided by a third party is presumed to be accurate. If subsequently found to be
incorrect or provided in error, we reserve the right to review our valuation.
Publication
Neither the whole nor any part of this valuation report or any reference thereto may be published, included in any
document, circular or referenced without our approval of the form and context in which it will appear.
Use of this Report by First Mortgage provider for lending purposes
The valuation may be used for first mortgage lending purposes and our responsibility in connection to the valuation is
extended only to the lender referred to in this report and no other.
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